
 

HOW TO EARN 

MONEY USING 

SCHEMANINJA 

PLUGIN 

Yes, indeed it’s possible. 

We did earn money using this plugin, and truth be told you can too! 

All you need to do is use it in the right way and things would 

definitely be brighter! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes you can earn 

money using 
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Number of ways you 

can do so. 

 

Real proofs of 

increasing leads. 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Using Affiliate to earn via SchemaNinja plugin 

Affiliate marketing is a simple thing, you got something which has a following you use it for 

promoting something through your custom links which gets you commission. Now this is Affiliate 

marketing for newbies. But the biggest questions for amateurs as well as professionals alike is 

HOW TO CONVERT MY 

TRAFFIC INTO SALES? 
 

This seemingly simple question has many complex answers ranging from absolutely mundane to gut 

wrenching depending upon whom you are asking this. Some will say to invest more on a sales centric 

design, some would recommend you to get even more traffic so as to have more chances of visitor 

actions converting into sales.  

BUT WHAT DOES SCHEMANINJA RECOMMENDATIONS DO? 

It fits in snuggly in your overall design and draws user’s attention to the product you are trying to 

promote/sell. This works well because of the visual layout and ease of buying experience via the 

plugin output. All the affiliate links are no-followed and open up in a new window so that’s beneficial 

from SEO viewpoint! 

It shows the product link along with pros and cons on every single post page of your website and you 

can select the positioning of the recommendation output or using short code you can even place it in 

custom locations of your choice. 

 



PRODUCT REVIEWS CAN ALSO BRING IN MONEY! 

Using the SchemaNinja plugin you can make all of your product reviews stand apart from normal 

product reviews by adding Schema rich ratings to them.  

 

Now this ensures two things: 

Firstly because of following proper markup your review would rank significantly higher than those by 

others who are not using a similar setup and have done almost same SEO effort as you.  

And secondly because of the fact that in your product reviews too you have a beautiful custom box 

which can hold your affiliate URLs to the specific product being promoted, your earning chances 

multiply manifolds.  

You can post as many product reviews as you want with their affiliate URLs presented in a neat 

beautiful way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



And don’t just take our word on this, here are screenshots from one of our websites using this plugin 

to promote products and the results speak for themselves. 

 

Screenshot from Amazon account for Inspire2rise after few weeks of using the plugin! 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

All of the above screenshots were from different earning sources where Jitendra Vaswani the founder 

of SchemaNinja saw huge increase in sales by using this plugin, so what are you waiting for?  

 

Go buy yours today! 

So in case you had any questions don’t forget to hit them out to our support team and you can check 

out all of the video tutorials on how to setup and use the SchemaNinja plugin.  

 

USE SCHEMANINJA, BE THE ONLINE NINJA YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO BE! 
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